
Helpful Tips for Parents
1- POSITIVITY - try to use postive language to
boost their self esteem. If they do something

good or are well behaved let them know. 

9- PRAISE & REWARDS - the best rewards are
love, warmth and affection. But also having a
reward chart and giving them a special trip

can foster good behaviour

5- BOUNDARIES - making it clear what your
child can and cannot do. Establish rules and

tell them what is expected e.g. you cannot
play without finishing school work. 

3- ROUTINE - waking up, eating, sleeping,
studying at set times creates structure.

This can help foster a feeling of security
and is  good for kids who are forgetful

7- CONSISTENCY- once a rule is made, stick to
it and ensure that it is followed. Postive and

proper parenting will not work without this. 
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2- GENTLE REMINDERS - give a few helpful
reminders when it comes to studying or

chores.

4- LISTENING- it is important to be considerate
and listen to what they have to say. 

8- ENCOURAGE SPORTS- try to get your kids
into some form of sports as it can be helpful

and healthy

6- BREAKS - always try to give sufficient breaks
during their study times.
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Impulsivity: doing things
without thinking. E.g. struggle to
wait for their turn when doing
something or interrupts others
in conversation
Hyperactive behaviour: 
 seeming constantly restless,
'always on the go', noisy with
constant chattering 
Problems with attention:
distracted, forgetful,
disorganized, struggles to start a
task when told and if they do will
rarely finish it.

What Causes it?
Whilst there is no single cause, research
shows that the following factors maybe

involved

ADHD typically has 3
main symptoms

How ADHD presents varies with age,
setting (i.e. where) and even motivation
(i.e. whether they are doing something

they like or not).
 

In a small percentage of cases there can
also be learning difficulties, autism,

anxiety and depression that accompany
the aforementioned symptoms.

 
The symptoms should be apparent in
multiple settings before 6-7yrs for a

proper diagnosis to be made.

ADHD is an illness classified as
a neurodevelopmental

disorder, meaning it impacts
the brain. But this does not

necessarily mean that it always
affects intelligence. 

The changes to behaviour become
apparent at early childhood and is

considered a disorder when it
impacts their school, family and

social life.
 

There is no specific blood testing or
imaging for ADHD, so diagnosis

must be made by a psychiatrist and
may even be referred to a

psychologist for an assessment.

It is a disorder that affects 1 to 5 out
of a 100 kids. 

 
And boys are more likely to be

affected than girls

Smoking or consuming alcohol during pregnancy
and birth complications are RISK factors. 

Treatment

Genetic component
that runs through

the family

Chemical imbalance
in the brain that

brings about these
behavioural changes

In more moderate or severe cases
medication may be used to
decrease hyperactivity  and
improve concentration. But

medication is not necessary for all
kids with ADHD

Takes a holistic approach
involving support of

parents and teachers in
addition to psychiatrists

and psychologists.

There can be different
forms of therapy

required based on the
childs needs. 


